The Story...
The immortal controversial classic by one of the world's great authors!
"Should assure profitable box office results"
says BOXOFFICE

The Star...
Exciting newcomer George Hamilton
"One of the most impressive film bows of a juvenile in years"
says VARIETY

Producer & Director
The gifted brothers, Terry and Denis Sanders, famed for their Academy Award Winning "Time out of War!"
"Starkly realistic... outstanding"
says M. P. DAILY

Crime and Punishment U.S.A.

LOOK DEEP INTO THE EYES OF AMERICA'S VIOLENT GENERATION!

These are the Young... and the Wanton... the Beat... and the Bad!

Here's Your OPENING DAY AD
Ad Mat No. 303
3 Col. x 145 Lines

from the showmen at ALLIED ARTISTS!
THESE ARE THE YOUNG ... AND THE WANTON ... THE BEAT ... AND THE BAD!

LOOK DEEP INTO THE EYES OF AMERICA'S VIOLENT GENERATION!

CRIME and PUNISHMENT U.S.A.

"Is that how you get your Kicks? Out of Killing!"

STARRING MARY MURPHY • FRANK SILVERA

MARIAN GLOES • JOHN HARDING • GEORGE HAMILTON

Produced by TERRY SANDERS • Directed by DENIS SANDERS • Screenplay by WALTER NEWMAN

Ad Mat No. 303 3 cols. x 10" (420 Lines)

The BEAT! The BOLD! The BAD!

CRIME and PUNISHMENT U.S.A.

LOOK DEEP INTO THE EYES OF AMERICA'S VIOLENT GENERATION!

MARY MURPHY • FRANK SILVERA • MARIAN GLOES • JOHN HARDING • GEORGE HAMILTON

Ad Mat No. 207 2 cols. x 4" (112 Lines)

AS YOU READ THESE WORDS SOME YOUTH WILL BE COMMITTING A VIOLENT CRIME!

CRIME and PUNISHMENT U.S.A.

MARY MURPHY • FRANK SILVERA • MARIAN GLOES • JOHN HARDING • GEORGE HAMILTON

Ad Mat No. 203 2 cols. x 3½" (91 Lines)
Every city has its crime problem. The known hoodlums are easily handled by the police, we know their habits and their haunts. But the silent army of youths who are tough enough to commit ruthless murder... and think they are smart enough to stay within the law... these boys and girls... live double lives. Some are educated... clever... but dangerous as a concealed knife... ready to strike out at anything... or anybody. Only by telling the truth about them in the press or in a motion picture such as "CRIME AND PUNISHMENT, U.S.A." can we understand them... and save them... from themselves.

(Local Law Enforcement Officer)
COMPLETE CAMPAIGN MAT

ALL THE AD AND SCENE CUTS BELOW AVAILABLE ON ONE BIG BARGAIN MAT!

ORDER "CRIME AND PUNISHMENT, U.S.A." SPECIAL MAT NO. 1 FROM NATIONAL SCREEN

NOTE: Any of These Mats May Be Ordered Singly at the Regular Price. Order by Number Under the Cut

These are the young... and the wanton...
the beat... and the bad!
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UNPRESEASONED PERSUASION

CRIME AND PUNISHMENT, U.S.A.

No. 22

George Hamilton (left) as the suave and sinister psychiatrist Dr. Storage, in the latest film version of Dostoevsky's classic novel. The film, which stars Richard Crenna and Miss Natalie Wood, is currently in production in Hollywood. (Photo by Frank Piekarewicz.)

NEW ACTOR HIGHLY PRAISED FOR DIFFICULT ROLE

(Review)

When the curtain dropped on Allied Artists' "Crime and Punishment, U.S.A.," at the theatre yesterday, the critics and patrons of the local theatre had just witnessed the birth of a new star screen performer.

The cinema newcomer is George Hamilton, whose portrayal of the title role in Dostoevsky's classic novel marks him as an actor of tremendous depth and emotional power.

As the young student who turns to murder and crime, and becomes a schoolboy with a girl, he plays to his role with a naivete that is truly touching. His work is exceptionally well, and he makes a convincing young student-programmer's son, who is eventually murdered by his father, who is also a schoolboy.

From the New York stage, Frank Silvera gives the performance of a lifetime, blending wonderfully with the young student-programmer, and the character and manner of his performance are truly spectacular. The result is one of the year's top screen performances.

Mary Murphy as the girl of questionable morals gives a superb performance, her every move blending excellently with that of her fellow performers, and her work is truly remarkable. She is a new star screen performer.

Two Contracts for New Star

George Hamilton, who debuts in a star role as the killer in Allied Artists' "Crime and Punishment, U.S.A.", signed a new contract with the company yesterday. The contract, which is for three years, gives Hamilton the opportunity to star in films produced by Allied Artists, which he has signed to produce, and gives him the chance to star in films produced by Allied Artists, which he has signed to produce.

Before signing the picture with Allied Artists, Hamilton, who is represented by Hamilton and Associates, which produced the film, was in no hurry with his decision. "Crime and Punishment, U.S.A." has been the most popular film of the year, and Hamilton is happy to accept the opportunity to star in films produced by Allied Artists, which he has signed to produce.

Two contracts for new star.

Mary Murphy Stars Again

Once again, a star role has been given to the beautiful and talented Mary Murphy, who has been starring in films for a year, and is now back on the New York stage. Her current cinema screen assignments find her here with the last part of her role in the film, which is a true masterpiece, and which is certainly a film that will be remembered for a long time.

The Cast

MURPHY MARY

Porter FRANK SILVERA

Deborah M.THOMPSON

Swanson JOHN HARRING

Robert GEORGE HAMILTON

Date WHEELETT

Saginaw MURRAY MURPHY

Mae McVeagh MIKE BURKE

Catherine MURPHY

Miss McVeagh MIKE BURKE

Catherine MURPHY

Miss McVeagh MIKE BURKE

MURPHY MARY

SILVERA FRANK SILVERA

Powers Robert SILVERA FRANK SILVERA

The Story (For Publication)

Obeseled with the belief he is a financial burden to his mother (Mae Silvera), a small-town girl who has a crush on her only son, and who is the only one he has ever loved. Silvera is determined to make a better life for himself and his mother, and to show them that he is capable of doing so. He sets out to make a better life for himself and his mother, and to show them that he is capable of doing so.

Silvera is a small-town girl who has a crush on her only son, and who is the only one he has ever loved. He sets out to make a better life for himself and his mother, and to show them that he is capable of doing so.

Silvera is a small-town girl who has a crush on her only son, and who is the only one he has ever loved. He sets out to make a better life for himself and his mother, and to show them that he is capable of doing so.

Silvera is a small-town girl who has a crush on her only son, and who is the only one he has ever loved. He sets out to make a better life for himself and his mother, and to show them that he is capable of doing so.
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